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MESSAGE FROM MRS SCOTT
Welcome
Today is the last day of our Spring Term and I'd like to take the opportunity to show my gratitude to you
all for your patience, understanding and support during another lockdown. We are looking forward to
the opportunities we hope we can plan for during the summer term as we gradually come out of
lockdown and restrictions are lifted. It will be lovely to be able to hold events in our schools again.
I wish you all a lovely Easter break, hopefully the sun will keep shining.
Best wishes,
Mrs Scott
THIS WEEK’S AWARDS
Citizen of the Week
Laurence – for perseverance
Nyree – for kindness and caring
Jasmine – for good teamwork
Jack – for good teamwork
Lennie – always doing the right thing

Star of the Week
Moses – for amazing storytelling
Nyree – asking insightful questions
Emily – for being a star
Aurelia – for beautiful presentation
Jenson P – For accuracy in Maths
Thomas – Accuracy in Maths
Jacob W – Accuracy in Maths

THIS WEEK IN CLASS
Class 2
We have been extremely busy this week learning how to defeat Fire Giants! We learnt that to write
clear instructions we need to include When – time words, What – imperative verbs and How –
adverbs. We used our Maths skills to work out and measure how tall the Fire Giant could be and
together we created our own picture of a Fire Giant

Class 4
In Class 4 we have been writing stories
based on the short film ‘The Dream Giver’.
We imagined our own version of the Dream Giver
And wrote our stories using our character as the
main focus.

Class 1
We have had another busy week learning about the meaning
of Easter and also practising our number bonds to 10.
We have been working on our fine motor skills by threading
pasta.

Class 3
This week class 3 had a special visitor talk to our class about farming in the local area, our very own Mrs
Ives! The children have learned lots of useful information about farming and written a diary entry
imagining they are a farmer. In art this week the children have learned a new technique called Sgraffito.
They have made some fantastic backgrounds using this technique.
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